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detector geometry working group

 A forward PID detector compared to a longer DCH
◦ momentum coverage range?

◦ tradeoff between X0 in front of EMC and gain from forw. 
PID

 backward EMC vs. no backward EMC
◦ What angular acceptance and energy resolution?

 In addition:
◦ SVT internal geometry and SVT-DCH transition radius

◦ quality and angular coverage of forw. EMC

◦ Amount and distribution of absorber in IFR

◦ physics case for backward PID? 

The group was formed to examine critically the open questions

listed below and provide quantitative information to help taking 

decisions on the final SuperB detector design.



DGWG session yesterday



Dt error vs. Ks f.l. of BKsKs

N. Neri

• Results on impact of L0 on vertex done with PravdaMC validated with FastSim



Dt error vs. Ks f.l. of BKsKs

N. Neri



BKsp0 : Ks f.l. resolution vs. SVT 

geometry G. Simi

how the Ks decay length changes  by ‘expanding’ the external SVT layers?



BKsp0 : comparison of Dt

resolutions G. Simi

Events where the tracks from Ks satisfy a quality cut on # SVT hits



Optimizing the design for BKs Ks/p0

 Optimization depends on many factors, not 
just the FastSim output

◦ redundancy for the innermost and outermost 
layers:  obtained with two nearby layers

◦ length of Phi strips: set a limit to the largest 
radius

◦ slow track reconstruction efficiency

◦ etc.

 We should come up with a list with all 
‘constraints’ we can think of and start from 
it to find a good detector design



Vertex study with B0
D*K

B0
D*-K+, D*-

D0p-, D0
K-p+

A. Suzuki/D. Brown



Vertex study with B0
D*K

A. Suzuki/D. Brown

Future plans:

Look at generic decaying side for vertex separation

Use more generic vertex algorithm for tagging side



first studies of Breco vs. PID

Breco modes
‘toy’ PID

E. Manoni/F.Renga



first studies of BReco vs. PID
E. Manoni/F.Renga

Next steps
Use PID selectors when available

Reconstruct signal side, as BK*n n and related quantities (Eextra, etc.)



fDIRC
B. Meadows

use time information to separate pions/muons in DIRC 

it may be feasible

with a new 

focusing system



fDIRC

 a

B. Meadows



EMC options
C. Cheng



Plans of EMC (CalTech)
C. Cheng

 Optimization:

◦ phot. energy/ang. resolution

◦ p0 mass resolution, efficiency

◦ E/p

◦ study effect from backgrounds



IFR baseline and optimization



Plans



AFit

Afit is available from http://pprc.qmul.ac.uk/~bevan/afit/



Some considerations

 Finding the optimal design of a detector involves 
many factors, not limited to those coming from a fast 
simulation. Finding and evaluating all relevant factors 
is part of the DGWG job.

 Optimizations of a given detector is usually 
correlated to the other systems.
◦ Example: to evaluate the impact of a forward PID device 

we need to combine all available PID info, such as dE/dx. 

 We urgently need those tools necessary to perform a 
physics analysis. Tagging, PID selectors,  etc.  This kind 
of development will proceed in parallel, but people 
involved in DGWG are asked to contribute to this 
development (it’s already happening in a few cases)



To follow the DGWG activity:

 DGWG mailing list:
https://lists.infn.it/sympa/info/superb-dgwg

 Wiki page (still empty):
http://mailman.fe.infn.it/superbwiki/index.php/DGWG/Home

 We meet on Tuesday @17:30 CET every two 

weeks

https://lists.infn.it/sympa/info/superb-dgwg
https://lists.infn.it/sympa/info/superb-dgwg
https://lists.infn.it/sympa/info/superb-dgwg
https://lists.infn.it/sympa/info/superb-dgwg
http://mailman.fe.infn.it/superbwiki/index.php/DGWG/Home


Conclusion

 DGWG activity started 1 month ago. 

 First preliminary results were discussed at 

the DGWG session yesterday.  Good 

discussions.

 We’ve a lot of work ahead.

Not really much to add…



current activity

People (22/jan/09) Detector 

options

Optimization studies Physics 

benchmarks

Items needing 

development

SVT D. Brown, N. Neri, D. 

Roberts, G. Simi

internal geometry, radius of 

outer layer

BKsp0/Ksp0g, 

beta, Recoil, 

(tagging)

 dE/dx

 endcap PID 

response

 PID selectors

 tuning of EMC 

response

 hadron

shower sim.

 Flavour

tagging

 Tag vertex

DCH M. Rama, G. 

Finocchiaro

longer DCH replacing forw. PID, 

inner radius

tracking 

performance, 

dE/dx

PID A. Stocchi, L. 

Burmistrov, N. 

Arnaud, A. Perez, A. 

Berdyugin, B. 

Meadows, F. Renga

forward PID 

yes/no, 

backward PID 

yes/no

angular and momentum 

coverage range, needed PID 

performance, #rad. length 

(impact on endcap EMC 

performance)

B(d,s) l+l-, Recoil, 

tagging, 

BKnunubar, 

Btau nu

EMC C. Cheng, E. Manoni, 

A. Rossi

backward EMC 

yes/no

angular coverage of forw/back 

endcaps, needed performance, 

degradation due to endcap PID

BKsp0/Ksp0g, 

Btau nu, bsg, 

BK nu nubar

Recoil, tagging

IFR G. Cibinetto, M. 

Rotondo

amount and distribution of 

absorber

beta, Recoil, 

tagging

Other: position of IR vertex



BACKUP





our current strategy

 Start from a restricted number of channels which cover a 
wide spectrum both in terms of physics potential and of 
detector requirements

X    The GOLDEN channel for the given scenario

O      Not the GOLDEN channel for the given scenario          

but can show experimentally measurable deviations  

from SM.

selection of golden modes in different NP scenarios (Valencia proc., arxiv 0810.1312)

…plus tmg



our current strategy

(*) theoretically limited  (+) systematics limited

(*)

(+)

(+)

(*)

estimated sensitivity 



detector optimization

Btn

BXs l+l-

BKnn

BKsp0(g)

BXs g

PID coverage

Ks reconstruction

m Id and m/p separation

EMC ang. coverage

KL veto

B recoil reconstruction
…

…



recoil

 The recoil technique (hadronic and 

semileptonic) is crucial in many SuperB

measurements

◦ The physics reach of many key channels is improved 

by optimizing B recoil efficiency and purity

 In this sense the recoil can be considered as a 

benchmark ‘channel’ of its own for the detector 

geometry optimization

 Recoil reconstruction improvement mostly 

depends on PID and EMC coverage/resolution 



from Francesco Renga

Reduction of the background  make the observation possible with 10ab-1 instead of 20ab-1..



Contributions to the Dz resolution 

in BKsKs

Neri



B physics @ U(4S)

Possible also at LHCb

Similar precision at LHCbA. Stocchi



t physics

Bs at U(5S)

Charm at U(4S) and threshold

To be evaluated 

at LHCb

A. Stocchi


